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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce a new approach for Genetic Programming, called rule-based Genetic Programming, or RBGP in short. A program evolved in the RBGP syntax is a list of rules. Each rule consists of two conditions, combined with a logical operator, and an action part. Such rules are independent from each other in terms of position (mostly) and cardinality (always). This reduces the epistasis drastically and hence, the genetic reproduction operations are much more likely to produce good results than in other Genetic Programming methodologies. In order to verify the utility of our idea, we apply RBGP to a hard problem in distributed systems. With it, we are able to obtain emergent algorithms for mutual exclusion at a distributed critical section.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we introduce a new Genetic Programming technique called rule-based Genetic Programming or RBGP for short which is especially robust in terms of reproduction operations.

It reduces the strong positional interdependencies of different parts of a program which are a common drawback of many other Genetic Programming approaches, as discussed in the related work Section 2.

We elaborate on our new rule-based approach in Section 3. RBGP does not suffer from this general problem because of the general structure of its phenotypes, which is similar to Learning Classifier Systems. A program in RBGP consists of multiple rules. A rule, in turn, consists of two conditions, combined with a logical operator, and an action part. The different rules in such a program are positionally and cardinally independent. This leads to a very low epistasis which increases the efficiency of the reproduction operators. Like many of the well-known GP methods, RBGP uses a genetic algorithm [26] for search space exploration and employs a genotype-phenotype mapping [35, 34].

In the past, we have applied Genetic Programming to different problems in distributed computing [63, 61]. It is only natural to test the utility of the new rule-based Genetic Programming in the same domain. In Section 4 we demonstrate first tests of the new approach, the evolution of algorithms for mutual exclusion at a distributed critical section. These experiments exhibit interesting properties like emergence and a prolonged improvements during the evolution.

In Section 5 we finally conclude with a short summary and outline our plans for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The roots of Genetic Programming go back to Friedberg who used a learning algorithm to stepwise improve a fixed-size program in 1958 [24, 25]. In the mid-1980s, Cramer utilized genetic algorithms and tree-like structures to evolve programs [14]. The standard tree-based Genetic Programming, which is most often used in practical applications and as reference model, was invented by Koza a few years later [37]. Since then, many different approaches have branched off.

A compiler parses the source code of a program as sentence in a given formal language. Only source code that can be produced by the grammar of this language is valid. In the late 1990s, multiple researchers began to recognize independently from each other that similar restrictions are needed if we want to evolve more complex structures [53, 65, 64, 33]. Grammar-guided Genetic Programming was born, culminating in methods like Grammatical Evolution [49, 52], tree-adjoining grammar-guided Genetic Programming [45, 44], and the recently developed Christiansen Grammar Evolution [16]. These approaches further have in common that they employ a genotype-phenotype mapping [5, 35]. Instead of applying the genetic operators directly to the programs, they work on genotypic representations like integer strings.
or derivation trees which subsequently are translated to program trees.

Another important stream is the linear Genetic Programming, close to the original idea of Friedberg. Here, programs are viewed as sequence of machine-code instructions. They are processed as string chromosomes by the genetic operators. Highly developed approaches even temporarily construct control flow graphs in order to preserve jump instructions. Prominent examples of this research area are [47] and [12].

A more thorough discussion of the different approaches to Genetic Programming can be found in [60].

2.1 Epistasis in Genetic Programming

Epistasis is defined as a form of interaction between different genes in biology. It was coined by Bateson [9] in order to describe how one gene can suppress the phenotypical expression of another gene.

The aforementioned, sophisticated new branches of Genetic Programming have successfully solved many problems of Koza’s standard method. However, they also commonly share one of its drawbacks: a high degree of positional interdependencies in the phenotypes, which is a very basic form of epistasis.

In order to clarify the role of positional epistasis in the context of Genetic Programming, we begin with some basic assumptions. Let us consider a program $P$ as a form of function $P: I \rightarrow O$ that connects the possible inputs $I$ of a system to its possible outputs $O$. Two programs $P_1$ and $P_2$ can be considered as equivalent if $P_1(i) = P_2(i) \ \forall i \in I$.

For the sake of simplicity, we further define a program as a sequence of $n$ statements $P = (s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n)$. For these $n$ statements, there are $n!$ possible permutations. We argue that the fraction $\theta(P) = v^P / v^O$ of permutations $v$ that leads to programs equivalent to $P$ is a measure of robustness for a given phenotypic representation in Genetic Programming. More precisely, a low value of $\theta$ indicates a high degree of epistasis, which means that the loci (the positions) of many different genes in a genome have influence on their functionality [43]. This reduces for example the efficiency of reproduction operations like crossover, since they often change the number and order of instructions in a program. A general rule in evolutionary algorithms is thus to reduce epistasis [9].

All phenotypic and most genotypic representations in Genetic Programming known to us are rather fragile in terms of insertion and crossover points. One of the causes is that their genomes have high positional epistasis (low $\theta$-measures), as sketched in Figure 1.

There exists one class of evolutionary algorithms that elegantly circumvents such problems: the learning classifier systems (LCS) which were developed in the 1970s by Holland [32, 30]. Here we focus on the Pittsburgh approach associated with Smith and De Jong [56, 57], where a genetic algorithm evolves a population of rule sets. Each individual in this population consists of multiple classifiers (the rules) that transform input signals into output signals. The evaluation order of the rules in such a classifier system $C$ plays absolutely no role except for rules concerning the same output bits, i.e. $\theta(C) \approx 1$. Again, a more elaborate discussion of LCS can be found in [60].

Figure 1: Positional epistasis in Genetic Programming.

The basic idea behind our approach is to use this knowledge to create a new representation for Genetic Programming that retains these high $\theta$ values in order to become more robust in terms of reproduction operations. This will probably lead to a smoother evolution with a higher probability of finding good solutions. On the other hand, we want to extend LCS by introducing some of the concepts from Genetic Programming like mathematical operations.

3. RULE-BASED GENETIC PROGRAMMING

We illustrate our new approach to Genetic Programming [60] by the example shown in Figure 2. Like in Pitt-style learning classifier systems, our programs consist of arbitrary many rules. A rule evaluates the values of some symbols in its condition part (left of $\Rightarrow$) and, in its action part, assigns a new value to one symbol or performs any other procedure specified in its setup.

3.1 Genotype and Phenotype

Before the evolution begins, the number of symbol and
their properties must be specified as well as the possible actions. Each symbol identifies an integer variable, which is either read-only or read-write. Generally we define the constants 0 and 1 and the input symbol \( \text{start} \) which will only be 1 during the first execution of the program and then becomes 0. Additionally, a program can access some general-purpose variables \( \text{var1} \) and \( \text{var2} \). If we want to evolve distributed algorithms, we could add an input symbol \( \text{receive} \) where incoming messages will occur and a variable \( \text{send} \) from which outgoing messages could be transmitted. An action set containing addition, subtraction, value assignment, and some sort of logical negation \((1-x)\) is sufficient in most cases. Alternatively, to the \( \text{send} \) and \( \text{receive} \) symbol, actions could be defined with the same semantics.

From these specifications, the system can determine how many bits are needed to encode a single rule. The genotypes are bit strings with a length which is a multiple of this bit count.

With this simple genotype, we can encode any possible nesting depth of condition statements, implicit branches and loops, and all possible logical operations. Furthermore, we could even construct a tree-like program structure from the rules, since each of them corresponds to a single \( \text{if} \) statement in a normal programming language.

There are similarities between our RBGP and some special types of LCS, like Browne’s abstracted LCS [13] and S-expression-based LCS [41]. The two most fundamental differences lie in the semantics of both, the rules and the approach: In RBGP, a rule may directly manipulate symbols and invoke external procedures with (at most) two in/out-arguments. This includes mathematical operations like multiplication and division which do not exist a priori in LCS. They would have to evolve on basis of binary operations, which is, although possible, very unlikely.

Furthermore, the individuals in RBGP are not classifiers but programs. Classifiers are intended to be executed once for a given situation, judge it, and decide upon an optimal output. A program on the other hand runs independently and performs an asynchronous and interactive computation with its environment. Furthermore, the syntax of RBGP is very extensible. The nature of the symbols and actions is not bound to specific data types, our approach can for example easily be adapted to floating point computation.

### 3.2 New Dimensions of Independence

In the simple case, the evolved programs would be continuously executed in a cycle on a real machine. In a more efficient scenario, rules would explicitly be triggered whenever one of the concerning symbols changes. This is especially a useful technique for distributed algorithms.

#### 3.2.1 Positional Independence

During the (simple) execution of a program coded in this scheme, all rules are applied consecutively and their assignments are buffered. Before the next execution cycle, these values are written back to the symbols. Therefore, the symbols in the condition part and in the computation parts of the actions are annotated with the index \( t \) and those in the assignment part of the actions are marked with \( t + 1 \). This approach allows for a greater amount of disarray in the rules, since the only possible positional dependencies left are those of rules that write to the same variables. All other rules can be freely permuted without any influence on the behavior of the program. Therefore, epistasis in RBGP is very low.

#### 3.2.2 Cardinality Independence

As reproduction operators, we can apply all the standard operations known from genetic algorithms like single-point and multi-point crossover and mutation [26, 29]. The interesting fact is that crossover applied to two identical programs will usually yield a valid program with the exception...
of only the small fraction where remaining positional restrictions are violated. If two good programs are recombined, the result will most probably be a new good program. In standard Genetic Programming and most of the sophisticated approaches mentioned in the related work, the result will usually be an invalid program and only very rarely be reasonable [45, 48, 7]. As for the RBGP mutation operators, we cannot easily argue on a better performance yet, but there are no indications for a worse efficiency either.

4. THE DISTRIBUTED CRITICAL SECTION

In the past we have introduced new applications of Genetic Programming in the area of distributed computing. Among these are automated aggregation protocol synthesis [63] and the breeding of election algorithms [62, 61]. We now test our new approach on a hard problem in the same field, the distributed critical section.

Sharing resources in asynchronous systems always holds many dangers. If two or more processes for instance simultaneously access common variables and at least one of them writes, phenomena like “lost update” or other data inconsistencies may result. Therefore, software engineers must ensure mutual exclusion, which means that at most one process may access the resource at a time. This is an interesting problem which has been examined first in the 1960s. The first decentralized algorithms solving this problem were developed by Dekker [17] and Dijkstra [18]. Code that accesses a shared resource is called a critical section and the solutions of Dekker and Dijkstra used (shared) control variables that ensured that at most one process could execute such code at a time.

In a distributed system, solving this problem is more cumbersome since no common memory exists. Instead, the processes running concurrently on different nodes have to communicate by the means of message exchange. Based on the messages sent and received, a process has to decide whether it is allowed to access the critical section or whether it has to wait. The first algorithms for mutual exclusion at a distributed critical section were introduced by Lamport [40] and Ricard and Agrawala [51], followed by Maekawa’s solution [42], which is optimal in the number of exchanged messages.

4.1 Prerequisites

In principle, all the primitives that we need in order to specify a valid solution for mutual exclusion at a distributed critical section are already illustrated in Figure 2. We assume a network of m nodes. In order to tackle the critical section problem, these nodes must be equipped with some basic abilities:

- A node must be able to conditionally perform primitive arithmetic operations. This is given by the four introduced actions.
- The nodes must be able to communicate. If we restrict the solutions to simple algorithms that exchange messages which contain only a single integer number, one send and one receive symbol will suffice. If a non-zero value is written to send, it will become the value of send,t+1 in the next program execution and be transmitted as broadcast to all nodes in the network. In the following execution, send,t+2 will be zero again. Messages sent may be delayed for an arbitrary amount of time. We provide each node with a message queue of limited size. Whenever a message arrives, it is queued. Before each program execution t, the top of queue value is made available in the read-only symbol receive.
- Whenever an algorithm decides that the node it is running on may access the critical section, it will set the symbol enter to a non-zero value. From the following execution on, the node will be in the critical section for a time defined by the underlying simulation system. When this time is elapsed and the critical section is left, the read-only symbol leave will be set to 1. Whatever the algorithm writes in the meantime to enter plays no role.
- Each node has an unique identifier, stored in the symbol id.
- Another read-only symbol called start will be 1 exactly in the first execution of an algorithm and 0 in all further executions so the nodes know when they are started.
- Finally, we add two multi-purpose variables, var1 and var2.

We will execute the evolved programs in a simulation environment in order to evaluate their utility. This is easy since the structure of RBGP programs is very simple and especially suitable for simulations and stepwise interpretation. In the simulation we have m simulated nodes running asynchronously at approximately the same speed. This speed however differs slightly from node to node and cannot be considered as constant either. The communication between the nodes is also asynchronous and has a pseudo-random delay. A node in principle executes its program repetitively in an infinite loop. The critical section is monitored by the simulation core, which also decides on a pseudo-random basis how long a node may remain in it. The simulation core does not prevent multiple nodes from accessing the critical section, but always records the number of processes ncs in it for each global time step t. The pseudo-random numbers used by the system are the same in each simulation so the results are reproducible and comparable.

4.2 Objective Functions

The first objective function f1 imposed on the program evolution should of course be related to the number of violations of the mutual exclusion-criterion. Here we simply accumulate the time steps where more than one process accessed the critical section. To increase the pressure, we sum up the square of the number of nodes inside the CS.

Another reason for this is that ncs > 1 represents an error, and it is common to minimize square-error terms in many statistical applications in order to achieve maximum likelihood estimation [60].
forces the nodes to enter the CS. In principle, \( f_2 \) represents the number of times each process could enter the critical section at least in the fixed time span of the simulation. This not only furthers fairness but is simple needed, because otherwise, programs will evolve which allow only one single node to enter the critical section. Such programs will then have \( f_2 = 0 \) and will not survive the selection process. Yet it makes sense to add a value in \([0, 1]\) proportional to the total number of accesses of the CS so even among such programs, an efficiency hierarchy is formed.

In order to promote the eradication of doubled genes in the programs and for putting pressure into the direction of small algorithms, we define a third objective function \( f_3 \) whose value is the number of rules in a program. \( f_1 \) and \( f_3 \) are subject to minimization, \( f_2 \) is to be maximized.

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_1(P) &= \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
    0 & : \text{if } n_{cs}(t) \leq 1 \\
    \text{otherwise} & 
    \end{array} \right. \\
    f_2(P) &= \min \left\{ \text{node in cs} \right\} + 1 - \frac{1}{\sum (\text{node in cs})} \\
    f_3(P) &= |P|
\end{align*}
\]

\[f_3 \text{ is ignored).}

4.3 Results

For our experiments we have chosen to run an elitist, steady-state genetic algorithm with population size 7177, archive size 89, and tournament selection. Nine nodes were running in the simulation for 1000 time steps in order to test every evolved program. Figure 3 illustrates the progress of the Pareto-optimal front in the dimensions \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) in generations. Surprisingly, the RBGP evolution does not converge. The experiment was terminated after more than 2100 generations, but even until then, improvements can still be observed.

Only programs \( P \) with \( f_1(P) = 0 \) can be considered as valid solutions for the critical section problems. The third dimension \( f_3 \) of the Pareto-front is depicted in Figure 4 in conjunction with \( f_2 \) for these valid solutions only \( (f_1 = 0) \). Here we can see that whenever an improvement in the number of accesses to the critical section \( (f_2) \) occurs, a deterioration in the number of rules in the program \( (f_3) \) can be observed. Successively, this degeneration is reduced until a program with the same functionality but much smaller size has evolved. Then the process starts all over. This is an indication for an efficient crossover operation since crossover is the only operation that changes the program size. A good crossover alone would probably not suffice to drive an evolutionary process for such a long time since it cannot create new rules. We assume that the ability to explore new regions of the search space of RBGP is due to a mutation operation, which is less destructive than in other GP approaches.

Listing 1 illustrates the best solution \( P^* \) found in the evolutionary process. It grants full mutual exclusion, i.e. \( f_1(P^*) = 0 \), under the simulated conditions. Out of its \( f_3(P^*) = 25 \) rules, only 16 have a functional effect. This shows that even after more than 2000 generations, the RBGP population still has potential for improvement (at least in \( f_3 \)). In the 1000 simulation steps where the single nodes approximately executes the program 500 times, each node enters the critical section at least 6 times \((f_2(P^*) \approx 6.99)\). The evolved distributed algorithm realizes a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme [39] to the critical section as sketched in Figure 5. A schedule is derived with a complicated cooperative arithmetic computation determining the timeslots.

\[
\text{Node 1} \quad \cdots \quad \text{Node 4} \quad \cdots \quad \text{computed intervals}
\]

Further tests reveal, however, that some form of overfitting took place and the algorithm specializes on the settings of the simulation. It may not deliver full mutual exclusion in networks with different topologies. Thus, without modifications, the experiment can only be used for real-time systems where timing constraints are fixed.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we have presented a new method of Genetic Programming, called rule-based Genetic Programming, RBGP in short. RBGP extends the idea of learning classifier systems with more distinct semantics in terms of symbols, logical and mathematical operations, as well as primitive actions. By making the sets of actions and symbols an input parameter of the evolutionary process, arbitrary new commands can be introduced. Thus, RBGP can easily be adapted to new problem domains.

The basic purpose of RBGP is to address the inefficiency of reproduction operators in Genetic Programming. It does so by eliminating positional and cardinality interdependencies in its genome, thus reducing epistasis. In future, a detailed performance comparison with other approaches like those named in related work must be issued in order to determine the utility of RBGP more precisely.
We still need to support our assumptions about the genetic operators with in-depth analysis and targeted experiments. In this paper, we concentrated on the introduction, justification, and discussion of its basic properties instead. The solutions of RBGP exhibit very strong emergence and non-trivial interactions between the positional independent rules. We need to incorporate tools that are able to prove the correctness of such evolved programs in order to make the RBGP approach viable for real-world applications.

The utility of the approach could already be shown here by solving a hard problem in distributed computing. A valid algorithm for mutual exclusion at the distributed critical section could be evolved. In the experiment, a very smooth configuration in the simulation. In our future experiments, we will prevent such overfitting by changing the test cases after each generation. By doing so, an overspecialized solution yielding good objective values in one iteration will probably be exterminated in the next generation and only “real” solutions can prevail.
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